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120 Gbps Mobile Indoor Visible Light Communication
System Employing Beam Steering and Computer
Generated Holograms
Abstract— Visible light communication (VLC) systems have typically
operated at data rates below 10 Gbps and operation at this data rate was
shown to be feasible by using laser diodes (LDs), imaging receivers
and delay adaptation techniques (DAT imaging LDs-VLC).
However, higher data rates, beyond 10 Gbps, are challenging due to the
low signal to noise ratio (SNR) and inter symbol interference (ISI). In
this paper, for the first time, to the best of our knowledge, we propose,
design and evaluate a VLC system that employs beam steering (of part
of the VLC beam) using adaptive finite vocabulary of holograms in
conjunction with an imaging receiver and a delay adaptation technique
to enhance SNR and to mitigate the impact of ISI at high data rates (20
Gbps). An algorithm was used to estimate the receiver location, so that
part of the white light can be directed towards a desired target
(receiver) using beam steering to improve SNR. Simulation results of
our location estimation algorithm (LEA) indicated that the required
time to estimate the position of the VLC receiver is typically within 224
ms in our system and environment. A finite vocabulary of stored
holograms is introduced to reduce the computation time required by
LEA to identify the best location to steer the beam to the receiver
location. The beam steering approach improved the SNR of the fully
adaptive VLC system by 15 dB at high data rates (20 Gbps) over
the DAT imaging LDs-VLC system in the worst case scenario. In
addition, we examined our new proposed system in a very harsh
environment with mobility. The results showed that our proposed
VLC system has strong robustness against shadowing, signal
blockage and mobility.
Index Terms— beam steering, location estimation, finite vocabulary
of holograms, delay adaptation, imaging receiver, ISI, laser
diodes, SNR.
I. INTRODUCTION
Visible light communication (VLC) systems have become
promising candidates to complement conventional radio
frequency (RF) systems due to the increasingly saturated RF band
and the potential high data rates that can be achieved by VLC
systems [1], [2]. Over the last decade, significant research effort
has been directed towards the development of VLC systems due
to their numerous advantages over RF systems, such as the
availability of simple transmitters (light emitting diodes, LEDs)
and receivers (silicon photo detectors), better security at the
physical layer and hundreds of THz of license-free bandwidth.
However, there are several challenges facing VLC systems to
achieve high data rates (multi gigabits per second). These
challenges include the low modulation bandwidth of the LEDs
and inter symbol interference (ISI) due to multipath propagation.
Various techniques have been proposed to mitigate the
limitations (low modulation bandwidth of LEDs and ISI) in VLC
systems to achieve high data rates [3], [4], [5]. Ongoing research
activities intend to increase the data rates of indoor VLC systems,
for example by utilizing massive MIMO and OFDM techniques
[6], [7]. Notable techniques include the use of discrete multi-tone
(DMT) modulation, wavelength division multiplexing (WDM)
and Red Green Blue (RGB) LEDs, which resulted in an
aggregate throughput VLC data transmission of 3.4 Gbps [8].
However, these techniques added complexity to the transceiver
in the VLC system.
A prototype from the Sandia lab proved that laser sources can
provide a practical white light illumination source [9]. Recently,
different types of laser diode (LD) light were investigated to
generate white light, while a blue laser in combination with yellow
emitting YAG:Ce resulted in a luminous flux of 252 lumens and
luminous efficacy of 76 lm/W [10], [11].
Previous work has shown that significant enhancements in the
VLC system data rates can be achieved by replacing LEDs with
LDs coupled with the use of an imaging receiver instead of the
conventional wide field of view (FOV) receiver [12], [13]. In
addition, performance evaluations were carried out for a mobile
multi-gigabit VLC system in two different environments [14]. A
rate of 10 Gbps in a realistic environment has been shown to be
possible with a VLC system when a delay adaptation technique in
conjunction with laser diodes and imaging receiver were used
with a simple modulation format (on off keying, OOK) and
without the use of relatively complex wavelength division
multiplexing approaches [12]. Significant improvements were
shown to be possible when a VLC relay assisted system is
combined with an imaging receiver and a delay adaptation
technique [15]. However given typical parameters, the latter
system cannot provide a throughput beyond 10 Gbps due to its
low signal to noise ratio (SNR). The concept of using RGB LDs
for indoor VLC systems has also been studied in [16]. It
investigates the communication capabilities of off-the-shelf LDs
in a number of scenarios with illumination constraints. It is
expected to achieve 100 Gbps at standard illumination level when
using WDM and parallel streams [16]. Recently, a 4 Gbps VLC
system employing commercial RGB LDs has been demonstrated
at room temperature [17].
Beam steering has been widely investigated in communication
systems to maximise the SNR at the receiver [18], [19], [20].
Therefore, beam steering can also be an attractive option to
consider in VLC systems to enhance the system performance.
Recently, transmission beam steering for multi input multi output
(MIMO) infrared optical wireless (IR-OW) systems with intensity
modulation and direct detection has been developed [21]. In
addition, recent work has demonstrated optical wireless energy
transmission using optical beam steering and beam forming with
a spatial light modulator (SLM). They focused light on the
desired target using optical beam steering and beam forming to
transfer optical wireless energy [22].
A VLC beam steering array can be constructed using
electronically controlled mirrors in front of the receiver. An
inexpensive approach that can be used to provide good link
quality during mobility is to use mirrors with piezoelectric
actuators in front of the receiver [2], [23]. Another approach is
the tilting of the transmitter and receiver together using
piezoelectric actuators that are controlled electronically. As with
the mirror method, the tilting method also needs to be controlled
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2by an electronic circuit. However, these methods lead to a bulky
receiver and cannot be used for mobile devices [2].
Recently, various approaches for VLC indoor positioning
systems have been researched [24], [25]. VLC systems are a
promising solution for indoor positioning due to many features.
Firstly, there is better positioning accuracy (few millimetres)
compared to radio wave systems, since VLC suffers less from
interference and multipath effects. Secondly, VLC positioning
systems can be used in environments where radio positioning
systems are restricted, such as in hospitals [26].
Beam angle adaptation has been shown to be an effective
technique that can help optimize the distribution of the diffusing
spots in order to maximize the receiver’s SNR, regardless of the
transmitter’s position, the receiver’s orientation and the receiver’s
field of view (FOV). Simulation results have shown that a
significant performance improvement can be achieved in a
mobile IR-OW system that employs beam angle adaptation in a
line strip multi-beam system (LSMS) [18], [19]. The
improvements achieved are however at the cost of complex
system design associated with LSMS. The complexity is
associated with the computation time required to identify the
optimum spot location, as well as the time needed to generate the
hologram that generates beams at the optimum angles.
The work presented in this paper aims to address the
impairments of VLC systems and provide practical solutions,
hence achieving data rates beyond those reported in [12]-[15]. In
this paper, for the first time to the best of our knowledge, we
propose a novel location estimation algorithm (LEA) (based on
beam angle adaptation) and beam steering (BSR) technique to
improve the SNR of a VLC system at high data rates (20 Gbps
and beyond). To reduce the system complexity, we introduce a
new adaptive finite vocabulary hologram approach for beam
steering making use of simulated annealing optimization. To best
of our knowledge this represents the first time these techniques
are used in VLC systems. The holograms are pre-calculated and
stored in the proposed system (each is suited for a given (range
of) transmitter and receiver locations) and eliminate the need to
calculate holograms real time at each transmitter and receiver
location. The concept of finite adaptive computer-generated
holograms has been recently proposed in IR-OW [27], [28] and it
is adapted here for the first time to VLC systems.
The first step is to estimate the receiver location using the LEA
algorithm then the BSR technique steers part of RGB-LDs white
light to the VLC receiver, which leads to enhanced received SNR.
The enhancement in the signal strength by the BSR approach can
improve the transmission distance. Imaging receivers were shown
to be attractive and efficient in mitigating the effects of ambient
light and pulse spread in infrared optical wireless systems [29],
[30], [31], [32]. In our previous work we proposed the use of an
imaging receiver for a VLC system to provide a robust link and
mitigate multipath dispersion, as well as to improve the overall
system performance [12], [15]. In this study we used an imaging
receiver and two types of diversity schemes (select the best (SB)
and maximum ratio combining (MRC)) to choose or add the
received power collected by different pixels. A delay adaptation
technique (DAT) for a VLC system was proposed in [12] and it is
used here as it was shown to offer channel bandwidths of more
than 36 GHz (in a worst case scenario), which enables the VLC
system to operate at data rates of more than 20 Gbps. The
adaptation techniques (LEA, BSR and DAT) require a repetitive
training and feedback channel from the receiver to transmitter at
a low data rate. An IR diffuse channel is suggested to achieve this
channel. The ultimate goal of this work is to enhance the SNR at
high data rates, reduce the effect of receiver mobility and
minimise delay spread (maximise channel bandwidth) within a
realistic environment.
The VLC system model is described in the next Section. The
receiver structure is given in Section III. Section IV describes the
VLC system’s configurations. The impact of beam steering on
illumination is investigated in Section V. Adaptive finite
vocabulary of holograms for VLC are considered in Section VI.
The simulation results in an empty room are outlined in Section
VII. Robustness against shadowing is evaluated in Section VIII.
A high speed adaptive mobile VLC system is introduced in
Section IX. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section X.
II. VLC SYSTEMMODEL
A. Simulation environment
To evaluate our proposed techniques (LEA, BSR and DAT), a
simulation was conducted in an empty room with dimensions of
4m×8m×3m (width × length × height). Experimental
measurements of plaster walls have shown that they are roughly a
Lambertian reflector [33]. Therefore, all the walls, the ceiling and
the floor were modelled as Lambertian reflectors with high
reflectivity (reflection coefficient of 0.3 for floor and 0.8 for walls
and ceiling). These relatively high reflectivities (within the typical
range) were selected as they result in the greatest multipath
dispersion (worst case scenario), and consequently considerable
pulse spread. Reflections from doors and windows were
considered to be comparable to the reflections from the walls. To
model the reflections, the room was divided into a number of
equally sized squares with an area of ݀ܣ and reflection coefficient
ofߩ. Each reflection element was treated as a small transmitter
that transmitted an attenuated version of the received signals
from its centre in a Lambertian pattern with ݊=1, where ݊ is the
Lambertian emission order.
Previous research considered only LOS and reflections up to a
first order [3]-[8], [34]. However, this may not provide a full
description of the characteristics of the system. Therefore, in this
study reflections up to the second order were considered, since
the second order reflections can have a great impact on the
system performance at multi gigabits per second data rates [34].
In the practical VLC system, the impulse response is
continuous, but the simulator subdivides the reflecting surfaces
into discrete elements. We have tried to reduce the effect of
discretisation by grouping power within a time bin of duration
equal to 0.01 ns into a single received power. A good choice of
WLPH ELQ VKRXOG EH  ξ݀ܣ cΤ , which is roughly the time light
takes to travel between neighbouring elements [35]. It should be
noted that reducing ݀ܣ leads to improved resolution in the
impulse response evaluation together with an increase in the
computation time exponentially. Surface elements of 5 cm × 5
cm for first-order reflections and 20 cm × 20 cm for second-
order reflections were used. These values were selected to keep
the computation requirements within a reasonable time (the
computation time increases dramatically when the surface
element size is decreased).
The room’s illumination was provided by eight RGB-LDs light
units that were used to ensure ISO and European standards were
satisfied [36]. Each LD light unit has nine (3×3) RGB-LDs. The
LD lights were installed at a height of 3m above the floor. The
specifications of the RGB-LDs used in this study were adapted
from the practical results reported in [9] where the measured
illuminace for each RGB-LD was 193 lx. Therefore, the centre
illumination intensity for each RGB-LD was 162 cd. The VLC
room with the coordinates of the RGB-LDs light units is shown
in Fig. 1. A number of different uniformly distributed LD light
3unit configurations (i.e. four, six and eight LD light units) were
tested to find the optimum number of units that ensured the ISO
and EU illumination requirements were satisfied in the room. We
found that eight units were the optimum for illumination, and we
used this in our study; four and six light units in the room did not
achieve the minimum illumination requirement (i.e. 300 lx [36]) at
all locations. The height of the work desks where the transmitters
and receivers associated with the user equipment were placed was
1m. This horizontal plane was referred to as the “communication
floor”. The transmitted power from each RGB-LDs was 2 W.
The simulations and calculations reported in this study were
carried out using MATLAB. Our simulation tool was similar to
the one developed by Barry et al. [35]. In our evaluation, the
channel characteristics, optical power received, delay spread, 3 dB
channel bandwidth and SNR calculations were determined in
similar ways to those used in [10], [32], [37], [38]. Additional
simulation parameters are given in Table I.
B. Channel characteristics of VLC system
In OW links including VLC channel, intensity modulation with
direct detection (IM/DD) is the simplest modulation format and
is as such used widely [37, 39]. The IM/DD channel can be
modelled as a baseband linear system. In which ݔ(ݐ) is the input
power and ܫ(ݐ) is the photo current received, which results from
the integral of the received optical power over the photo detector
surface. An indoor OW channel that uses IM/DD can be fully
characterised by the impulse response of the channel as given in
[40], [41]:ܫ(ݐ) = ܴݔ(ݐሻ ٔ ݄ሺݐ) + ݊௕(ݐ) (1)
where ܴ is the photo detector responsivity, ݐ is the absolute time,ٔ denotes convolution, ݊௕ is the background noise (BN), which
is modelled as AWGN, and ݄ሺݐ) is the impulse response of the
channel.
Fig. 1: VLC system room and the physical structure of an imaging receiver.
III. IMAGING RECEIVER
The imaging receiver is a good solution that can mitigate the
impact of ISI and provide mobility for a VLC system [12]. Two
significant advantages are offered by imaging receivers over non-
imaging receivers: first, a single planner array is used for all
photo-detectors, which can facilitate the use of a large number of
pixels. Second, a common imaging concentrator (for example, a
lens) can be shared between all photo-detectors, reducing the
cost and size compared to other kinds of receivers. The detector
array of the imaging receiver is segmented into ݆ equal-sized
rectangular shaped pixels as shown in Fig. 1. In this case and
under most circumstances, the signal falls on no more than four
pixels [19]. We set the semi acceptance angle (߰௔) of the
concentrator to 65o so that it could view the whole ceiling when
the receiver is at the centre of the room. In this work, the photo
detector array of the imaging receiver is segmented into 50 pixels.
When the receiver is at the centre of the room it is designed to see
the whole ceiling, therefore the ceiling was subdivided, in this
case, into 50 segments (5×10 along the ݔ and ݕ axes respectively),
and each reception area or segment is cast onto a single pixel. The
imaging receiver employed an imaging concentrator (lens) that
could collect and concentrate the light from a large input area
down to a smaller detector area (exit area). The transmission
factor of the concentrator is given by [31]:௖ܶ(ߜ) ൌ െͲǤͳͻͺʹߜଶ + 0.0425ߜ + 0.8778 (2)
where ߜ is the incidence angle and is measured in radians. The
lens has the parameters in [31] and in particular an entrance
aperture with 3 cm diameter so that the an entrance area isܣ = ଽగସ cm2, an acceptance semi-angle of ߰௔=65o. When the
reception angle ߜ exceeded ߰௔ the concentrator transmission
factor rapidly approached zero.
The detector array is assumed to fit exactly into its
corresponding concentrator’s exit area. Therefore, the detector
array has a photosensitive area of 2 cm2 and each pixel has an
area of 4 mm2. The pixel’s reception area calculations are given in
detail in [12]. The imaging receiver is always placed on the
communication floor along the ݔ=1m and ݔ=2m lines (see Fig.
2). The imaging photo detector and concentrator sizes are
acceptable for use with mobile devices. Each pixel in the imaging
receiver has its own amplifier to amplify the received
photocurrent (see Fig. 1). In our previous work, a simulation
package based on a ray-tracing algorithm was developed to
compute the impulse response for different VLC systems [12]-
[15]. In this study, additional features were introduced to enable
LEA, BSR and delay adaptation.
TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Parameters Configurations
Length 8m
Width 4m
Height 3mߩ-ceiling 0.8ߩ-ݔݖ wall 0.8ߩ-ݕݖ wall 0.8ߩ-ݔݖ op-wall 0.8ߩ-ݕݖ op-wall 0.8ߩ-floor 0.3
Bounces 1 2
Number of elements 32000 2000݀ܣ 5cm×5cm 20cm×20cm
Transmitters
Number of transmitters 8
Locations
(ݔ, ݕ, ݖ) (1,1,3), (1,3,3), (1,5,3), (1,7,3)(3,1,3), (3,3,3), (3,5,3), (3,7,3)
Elevation 90o
Azimuth 0o
Number of RGB-LDs per unit
Semi-angle at half power
9 (3×3)
70o
Centre luminous intensity 162 cd
Transmitted optical power 2 W
Imaging Receiver
Quantity 1
Detector array area’s 2 cm2
Number of pixels 50
Pixel’s area 4 mm2
Elevation 90o
Azimuth 0o
Responsivity 0.4 A/W
Time bin 0.01 ns
Receivers bandwidth 30 MHz 20 GHz
Bit rates 30 Mbps 20 Gbps
Amplifier
“communication floor”
Photo detector array
Concentrator
ModulatorSelector or Combiner
Fibre optics for illumination and communications
RGB-LDs light unitCentral controller
݀ܣ
4Fig. 2: Imaging receiver test area locations on the communication floor.
At each pixel the received multipath profile from each RGB-
LDs unit was computed, based on the area that the pixel observes
and the pixel’s FOV at each receiver location (fourteen different
locations, see Fig. 2). Various parameters were derived from the
simulated impulse response, such as the delay spread, 3 dB
channel bandwidth and SNR.
1) Delay spread is a good measure of signal pulse spread
due to the temporal dispersion of the incoming signal.
The delay spread of an impulse response is given by
[18]:ܦ = ටσ(௧೔ିఓ)మ௉ೝ೔మσ௉ೝ೔మ (3)
where ݐ௜ is the delay time associated with the received
optical power ௥ܲ௜ , and ߤ is the mean delay given by:ߤ = σ ௧೔௉ೝ೔మσ௉ೝ೔మ (4)
2) The 3 dB channel bandwidth is equal to the frequency
when the magnitude response falls by 3 dB.
3) The SNR of the received signal can be calculated by
taking into account the powers associated with logic 0
and logic 1 ( ௌܲ଴ and ௌܲଵ) respectively. The SNR is given
by [40]:ܴܵܰ = ቀோ(௉ೞభି௉ೞబ)ఙ௧ ቁଶ (5)
where ܴ is the receiver responsivity (0.4 A/W) and ߪ௧ is the
standard deviation of the total noise, that is the sum of shot
noise, thermal noise and signal dependent noise. The ߪ௧ can be
calculated as:ߪݐ = ටߪ௦௛௢௧ଶ + ߪ௣௥௘௔௠௣௟௜௙௜௘௥ଶ + ߪ௦௜௚௡௔௟ଶ (6)
where ߪ௦௛௢௧ଶ represents the background shot noise component,ߪ௣௥௘௔௠௣௟௜௙௜௘௥ଶ represents the preamplifier noise component andߪ௦௜௚௡௔௟ଶ represents the shot noise associated with the received
signal. The detection of light by a photodiode is a discrete
process since the creation of an electron-hole pair is dictated by
the statistics of photon arrivals. The latter is a discrete process
and obeys the Poisson distribution. The discrete nature of the
photo-detection process creates a signal dependent shot noise,
quantum noise. Quantum noise results from the random
generation of electrons by the incident optical radiation [42].
The receivers used in this study and the values of the noise are
similar to those in [12] and [15]. For the 20 Gbps system we used
the pre-amplifier in [43]. In this study we considered two methods
of processing the electrical signal (SB and MRC) from different
pixels in an imaging receiver. In the SB the receiver simply selects
the pixel with the largest SNR among all the pixels. The ܴܵܰௌ஻ is
given by [40]:ܴܵܰௌ஻ = ܯܽݔ௜ ቀோ(௉ೞభି௉ೞబ)೔ఙ௧೔ ቁଶ ͳ ൑ ݅ ൑ ݆ (7)
where ݆ represents the number of pixels (݆=50 in our imaging
receiver). In contrast to the SB, the MRC utilises all pixels from
the imaging receiver. The output signals of all the pixels are
combined through an adder circuit. Each input to the circuit is
added with a weight proportional to its SNR to maximise the
SNR [44]. The signals from all pixels (݆) are combined using
weights equal to ௜ܹ . It can be shown that the SNR of the MRC is
maximum when the weight factor at the receiver pixel is chosen
to be proportional to each pixel’s signal-to-noise-variance ratio
[31], where ௜ܹ = ቀோ(௉ೞభି௉ೞబ)ఙ೟మ ቁ௜. One of the main advantages of
the MRC scheme is that it reduces the dominant effect of
background shot noise by assigning a low ௜ܹ value to the pixel
that is most severely affected by background noise, hence
improving the system performance. The ܴܵܰெோ஼ is given by:ܴܵܰெோ஼ = ቀσ ோ(௉ೞభି௉ೞబ)೔ೕ೔సభ ௐ೔ቁమσ ఙ೟೔మௐ೔మೕ೔సభ (8)
By substituting ( ௜ܹ) in (8), the SNR obtained using MRC
combining method is given by: ܴܵܰெோ஼ = ቆσ ோ(௉ೞభି௉ೞబ)೔ೕ೔సభ ൬ೃ(ುೞభషುೞబ)഑೟మ ൰೔ቇమσ ఙ೟೔మ൬ೃ(ುೞభషುೞబ)഑೟మ ൰೔మೕ೔సభ
=
σ ோమ(௉ೞభି௉ೞబ)೔మೕ೔సభ ൬ೃ(ುೞభషುೞబ)഑೟మ ൰೔మσ ఙ೟೔మ൬ೃ(ುೞభషುೞబ)഑೟మ ൰೔మೕ೔సభ = σ (ோ(௉ೞభି௉ೞబ)೔)మఙ೟೔మ௝௜ୀଵ = σ ܴܵܰ௜௝௜ୀଵ (9)
IV. VLC SYSTEMS CONFIGURATIONS
In this section, four VLC systems are presented, analysed and
compared to identify the most appropriate system for use in high-
speed VLC systems (20 Gbps and beyond).
A. Imaging LDs-VLC system
The imaging LDs-VLC system employed eight RGB-LDs
transmitters (lighting fixtures) on the ceiling connected by fibre
interconnect and controlled by a central controller and an imaging
receiver with 50 pixels. The imaging LDs-VLC system was
proposed in [12] and it is considered here to compare it with our
new proposed VLC systems.
B. DAT imaging LDs-VLC system
The DAT imaging LDs-VLC system has a similar configuration as
the previous system. However, the delay adaptation technique is
combined with imaging LDs-VLC (DAT imaging LDs-VLC) to
enhance the overall system performance. The DAT imaging LDs-
VLC system was previously proposed in [12].
C. Beam steering LDs-VLC system
The newly proposed beam steering LDs-VLC system has a
similar room configuration and uses the same transmitters and
receiver as in the previous systems. However, three new
algorithms were introduced to enable the system to achieve data
rates higher than 10 Gbps. Select-the-best (STB), LEA and BSR
algorithms were used to enhance the SNR of the new VLC
system.
D. Fully adaptive VLC system
In contrast to the beam steering LDs-VLC system, the fully
adaptive VLC system employed a finite vocabulary of stored
5holograms to reduce the computation time required by LEA to
identify the best location of beam steering and using the delay
adaptation technique to further improve the communication link
performance. In contrast to our previous work in [12]-[15] where
the RGB-LDs light unit had a fixed form pattern, we propose
here a fully adaptive VLC system where the transmitter (RGB-
LDs light unit) has the ability to direct part of the white light
towards the receiver location to enhance the SNR when operating
at high data rates.
LEA and BSR were implemented in a certain RGB-LDs light
unit for a single receiver at a given set of positions; when the
receiver starts moving, they are applied in another RGB-LDs
light unit according to the new receiver location (coordinates).
The SNR improvement at high data rates (i.e. 20 Gbps) could be
achieved according to the following algorithms:-
 STB algorithm is proposed to locate the closest transmitter
(RGB-LDs) to the receiver to implement LEA and BSR.
The STB algorithm identifies the closest transmitter to the
receiver according to the following steps:
1) A pilot signal is sent from one of the VLC transmitters.
2) The SNR is estimated at the receiver by pixel 1 of the
imaging receiver.
3) Repeat step 2 for the other pixels in the imaging
receiver.
4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the other VLC transmitter
units.
5) The receiver sends (using an infrared beam) a low data
rate control feedback signal to inform the controller of
the SNRs associated with each transmitter.
6) The transmitter that yields the best SNR is chosen by
the controller (typically the closest transmitter to the
receiver in our simulations).
It should be noted that the RGB-LDs light units should always
be ‘ON’ to provide illumination for the room. Therefore, to
prevent flickering, a pulse width modulation (PWM) dimming
technique may be used [45]. The information signals are coded
(each RGB-LDs unit has its own code) and sent from each RGB-
LDs light unit by the central controller. Once the receiver
receives the coded signal from the RGB-LDs light unit, the SNR
is computed and a feedback signal is sent. If the time taken to
calculate the value of each SNR with each RGB-LDs unit is equal
to 1 ms (based on typical processor speeds) then the STB
algorithm training time is 8 ms (8 RGB-LDs units × 1 ms).
 A new LEA is introduced to the VLC system to identify the
optimum location to carry out optical BSR. The RGB-LDs
light unit that has been chosen in the STB algorithm initially
produces a single beam using a SLM and scans it along a
number of possible locations in the room to identify the
location of the receiver. At each beam setting the receiver
computes the SNR and the optimum beam location is
selected at the controller. The location estimation algorithm
is an effective approach that can help identify the optimum
direction for BSR in a way that gives the best SNR at the
receiver.
The RGB-LDs light unit is followed by the SLM that generates
beams whose locations can be varied where the transmission
angles ߠ௫ and ߠ௬ in the ݔݕ axes are varied between -70o and 70o
(half power beam angle of RGB-LDs light unit was 70o) with
respect to the transmitter’s normal in both the ݔ and the ݕ (ߙି௫
to ߙ௫ and ߙି௬ to ߙ௬) directions respectively. The LEA produces
a single beam and scans it with step angle (ߚ) along a range of
rows and columns in the room to identify the location that yields
the best receiver SNR based on a divide and conquer (D&C)
algorithm. The coordinates of this location are used as the centre
of the BSR direction. ߚ is chosen to be large in the first iteration
(26.56o, which allows the spot to move 100 cm) to reduce the
number of locations that have to be scanned. The angle is then
reduced by a factor of two in each following iteration. The
position that results in the best SNR is identified as a sub-
optimum location, and the quadrant that includes this sub-
optimum location is selected as a new scanning area for the next
iteration. A number of iterations are carried out until the final
optimum location is identified (eight scan iterations are
considered to achieve ߚ=0.28o or step size of 1 cm). LEA scans
224 possible locations in eight iterations until reaching the target
step size (1 cm). LEA determines the two transmission angles ߠ௫
and ߠ௬ that identify the coordinates (ݔ, ݕ, ݖ) of the best SNR
location according to the following steps:
1) Configure the RGB-LDs light unit to implement scan
locations according to the associated parameters: the ݔ-
axis scan range (ߠ௫ௌ௧௔௥௧to ߠ௫ா௡ௗ), the ݕ-axis scan range
(ߠ௬ௌ௧௔௥௧to ߠ௬ா௡ௗ) and the step angle (ߚ). A single beam is
moved by changing the beam angles between -70o and
70o in steps of ߚ to determine the sub-optimum
location. Some of the scan points will be on the walls
due to the RGB-LDs light unit’s position, as shown in
Fig. 3.
2) The SNR is computed at each step and the receiver
sends a control feedback signal at a low rate to inform
the controller of the SNR associated with each scan.
This feedback channel can be implemented using an
infrared beam.
3) Compare the SNR computed and recorded with the
associated transmission angles ߠ௫ and ߠ௬ that give the
maximum SNR.
4) Determine the sub-optimum coordinates (ݔs, ݕs, ݖs) of
the beam that produces the sub-optimum SNR based
on its transmission angles ߠ௫ and ߠ௬.
5) To configure the next iteration, the controller identifies
the quadrant that includes the sub-optimum location
from ߠ௫ and ߠ௬ and assigns it as the boundary angles of
the new scanning area (ߙି௫ to ߙ௫ and ߙି௬ to ߙ௬).
6) The new scanning area is divided into four quadrants
and ߚ is reduced by a factor of two.
7) Repeat steps 1 to 4 to identify the best location that
gives the highest SNR. The iterations stop when ߚ ൑
0.28o (beam step is 1 cm).
8) The controller assigns the optimum location with the
coordinates (ݔ, ݕ, ݖ) to the transmitter.
 The new BSR technique focuses a part of the light of one
of the RGB-LDs towards the coordinates that were found
by the LEA algorithm. According to the illumination
results, which will be discussed in the next section, up to
20% of the RGB-LDs light unit can be beam steered
towards the receiver’s location while the remaining white
light (i.e. 80%) is used for illumination.
The adaptation techniques (LEA, BSR and DAT) require a
repetitive training and feedback channel from the receiver to
transmitter at a low data rate. An IR diffuse channel is suggested
to achieve this channel. An IR sensor is attached to the RGB-
LDs light unit. Heat sources such as RGB-LDs light unit may
negatively affect the performance of the feedback channel (IR
diffuse) as they may be considered as interference sources [46].
However, it should be noted that in this work we have used the
6RGB-LDs light units which have lower heat emission than
conventional lamps such as halogen or incandescent. In addition,
the main function of this channel is to send a feedback signal and
the data rates used in this channel are very low (i.e. tens of kbps).
Therefore, the effect of heat sources is very small and may be
neglected. Fig. 4 shows a block diagram of the transmitter and
receiver with uplink and downlink channels. The SLM in the
transmitter is used for beam steering, and it is a transparent or
reflective device that is used to spatially modulate the phase or
amplitude of each pixel [47]. The SLM can operate as a dynamic
diffractive convex lens when the Fresnel lens function is applied
by using the control electronic signal [22]. The SLM devices have
ƬVWRPVUHVSRQVHWLPHVWKDWDUHVXIILFLHQWWRFDUU\RXWWKH%65
technique at the rate of mobile receiver movements [48]. The
SLM and control circuit can generate beams to scan the
communication floor and estimate the receiver location (see Fig.
5). Changing the holographic function through the control circuit
can generate variable optical beam locations on the
communication floor with different switching times. Once, the
beam steering technique is applied, delay adaptation can be
utilised to reduce the effect of multipath and reduce the delay
spread (increase channel bandwidth). An imaging receiver
employing narrow FOV pixels can be used to mitigate the effect
of multipath propagation due to the limited range of rays
received. However, it has been seen in a VLC system that the
delay spread is influenced by the RGB-LDs spots’ relative
positions and the number of RGB-LDs spots seen by the FOV
of each pixel [12]. Thus, emitting signals from all RGB-LDs units
at the same time may cause a time delay differential between the
signals received at the pixel, which results in spreading the
received pulse and hence limiting the bandwidth.
Fig. 3: LEA implemented at one of the corner RGB-LDs light units.
Fig. 4: Block diagram of the fully adaptive VLC system.
Therefore, instead of sending the signals at the same time from
different LD light units, the delay adaptation algorithm sends the
signal that has the longest journey first, and then sends the other
signals with different differential delays (߂ݐ) so that all the signals
reach the receiver at the same time. The delay adaptation
algorithm for a VLC system was proposed in [12], and it is used
here to offer improvements in terms of bandwidth efficiency.
The delay adaptation can be implemented through array elements
delayed switching. The delay adaptation adjusts the switching
times of the signals as follows:
1) A pilot signal is sent from the first transmitter.
2) The mean delay (ߤ) at the receiver for the first lighting
unit is estimated at the receiver side by pixel 1 of the
imaging receiver.
3) Repeat step 2 for the other pixels in the imaging
receiver.
4) Repeat steps 2 and 3 for the other VLC transmitter
units.
5) The receiver sends a control feedback signal to inform
the controller of the associated delay with each received
signal from each transmitter.
6) The controller introduces a differential delay (߂ݐ)
between the signals transmitted from the transmitters.
7) The transmitter units send signals according to the delay
values, such that a transmitter unit that has the largest
delay, i.e. longest path to the receiver, transmits first.
Fig. 5: Beam steering technique applied at one of the RGB-LDs light unit.
A pedestrian user moves indoor at a speed of about 1 m/s [49].
We therefore propose that the receiver re-estimates its SNR and
delay values for all RGB-LDs light units at the start of a one
second frame, and if these have changed compared to the
previous frame’s values then the receiver uses the feedback
channel to update the controller. If the time taken to determine
the value of each SNR and delay associated with each transmitter
(relative to the start of the frame) is equal to 1 ms (based on
typical processor speeds), then LEA and the delay adaptation
method training time will be 296 ms (224 possible locations
should be scanned in all iterations × 1 ms + 9 RGB-LDs in each
transmitter unit × 8 transmitter units × 1 ms). This time (296 ms,
once every one second frame) is sufficient given that LEA and
delay adaptation have to be carried out at the rate at which the
environment changes (pedestrian movement). Therefore, the
beam steering LDs-VLC system can achieve 100% of the
SLMData RGB-
LDs
Control
Circuit
Selector (SB) or
Combiner (MRC)
Feedback channel (using IR diffuse system)
Transmitter
Imaging receiver
Downlink channel
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LD 1
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VLC Mobile Receiver
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7specified data rate when it is stationary, and 70.4% in the case of
user movement, (user or object movement in the room). LEA,
BSR and delay adaptation algorithms are carried out at one given
receiver location for the single user scenario to enhance the SNR
and bandwidth at the receiver, and this can be achieved through
the algorithms given in Fig. 6. In the case of a multiple users
scenario, opportunistic scheduling [50] can be used where LEA,
BSR and delay adaptation algorithms are implemented
opportunistically (or randomly between users/regions) to
maximize the 3 dB channel bandwidth and the SNR in a given
region for a given time period. The MAC protocol should include
a repetitive training period to perform the algorithms in Fig. 6.
The design of the MAC protocol is not considered in this work.
Fig.6: Flow chart of STB, LEA, BSR and DAT algorithms.
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8V. THE IMPACT OF BEAM STEERING TECHNIQUE ON ROOM
ILLUMINATION
The main function of the RGB-LDs light units is to provide
sufficient illumination according to ISO and European standards
[36]. Therefore, to ensure the illumination is at an acceptable
level we controlled the white light directed towards the receiver
so that only a small amount of the RGB-LDs light is beam
steered towards the receiver (20% of light of RGB-LDs unit),
and the remaining light is used for illumination. We examined
different values of light beam steering (10%, 20% and 30%) and
we found that 20% achieves good performance in terms of the
improvement in the achievable channel bandwidth and data rate
while obeying the illumination standards with an acceptable
change in illumination (i.e. the reduction in illumination is within
the threshold level of European standards, which is 300 lx).
Fig. 7 shows the horizontal illumination distribution for the
eight RGB-LDs units, the comparison is carried out for the
illumination with and without beam steering when 10%, 20% and
30% of the beam power is steered, applied at LD1 (see Fig. 2 for
RGB-LDs numbers and locations). The LD1, LD4, LD5 and
LD8 light units were located at the room corners, and when
beam steering of more than 20% is carried out at one of these
light units, this led to reduced illumination in the room corners
that is less than the threshold level (i.e. less than 300 lx, see Fig.
7c). The minimum illumination in the corner without beam
steering was 336 lx, as shown in Figs. 7 (a), (b) and (c). However,
when beam steering was applied at one of the corner RGB-LDs
units (worst case scenario) the illumination decreased, due to a
part of the RGB-LDs’ light being steered towards the receiver
location (e.g. at 1m, 1m, 1m). The minimum illumination values of
10%, 20% and 30% beam steering were 323 lx, 300 lx and 275 lx
respectively. Therefore, we chose 20% beam steering as an
acceptable value that kept the illumination at an acceptable level
(300 lx) and improved the SNR. We emphasise that the beam
steering technique is carried out at one RGB-LDs light unit that is
nearest to the receiver location (the RGB-LDs that has been
chosen by the STB), while the remaining RGB-LD light units
(seven RGB-LD light units) operate normally. Note that steering
light to a receiver, not only increases the received power, it more
importantly reduces the delay spread by increasing the power
received through the direct ray well beyond the power received
through reflections.
Fig. 7: The distribution of horizontal illumination on the communication floor
without beam steering minimum illumination 336lx and maximum illumination
894lx: (a) 10% beam steering minimum illumination 323 lx and maximum
illumination 892 lx (b) 20% beam steering minimum illumination 300 lx and
maximum illumination 889 lx (c) 30% beam steering minimum illumination 275 lx
and maximum illumination 887 lx.
VI. ADAPTIVE FINITE VOCABULARY OF HOLOGRAMS FOR VLC
An angle and power adaptive IR-OW system has recently been
introduced [18], [19]. Beam angle adaptation for VLC systems can
be an effective technique that helps to provide the strongest path
between the transmitter and the receiver at every receiver location.
The adaptive transmitter first produces a single spot to scan the
communication floor at approximately 224 possible locations
(associated with a 0.28o beam angle increment) in order to identify
the best location. Once the optimum angles are found, the
transmitter generates the hologram. These processes require
intensive calculations and time from a digital signal processor
(DSP). In order to eliminate the need to compute the beam
steering holograms at each step to identify the best location, a new
adaptation method is introduced here where a finite vocabulary of
stored holograms is used. The floor (2 m × 2m) under the visible
light sources is subdivided into small area i.e., 400 regions
(0.1 m × 0.1m per region), see Fig. 8. This large number of
regions has been selected based on our recent optimization in
[27], [28]. In each region, the transmitter uses a hologram that
generates the optimum pattern if the receiver is present in any one
of the regions. These holograms can be pre-calculated so as to
target the spots near the receiver (in whichever region the receiver
may be) based on LEA. Computer generated holograms (CGH)
can produce spots with any prescribed amplitude and phase
distribution. The CGH’s have many useful properties. Spot
distributions can be computed on the basis of diffraction theory
and encoded into a hologram. Calculating a CGH means the
calculation of its complex transmittance. The transmittance is
expressed as:ܪ(ݑ, ݒ) = ܣ(ݒ,ݑ). ݁ݔ݌[݆߶(ݑ, ݒ)] (10)
where ܣ(ݑ, ݒ) is the hologram’s amplitude distribution, ߶(ݑ, ݒ) is
its phase distribution, and (ݑ, ݒ) are coordinates in the frequency
space. The relative phases of the generated spots are the objects of
interest. The hologram is able to modulate only the phase of an
incoming wave front, the transmittance amplitude being equal to
unity. The analysis used in [27], [28], [51] was used for the design
of the CGHs. The hologram ܪ(ݑ, ݒ) is considered to be in the
frequency domain. The pixels’ locations in the hologram are
defined by the frequency coordinates ݑ and ݒ (two dimensions).
The observed diffraction pattern ݄ሺݔ, ݕ) is in the spatial domain
(far field). They are related by the continuous Fourier transform:݄(ݔ, ݕ) = ׭ܪ(ݑ, ݒ)݁ݔ݌[െ݅2ߨ(ݑݔ + ݒݕ)]݀ݑ݀ݒ (11)
(a)
Without beam steering
10% beam steering
(b)
Without beam steering
20% beam steering
Without beam steering
30% beam steering
(c)
9The hologram structure is an M × N array of rectangular cells,
with dimension R × S. Each cell represents a complex
transmittance valueܪ௞௟: -ܯ/2 < ݇ < ܯ/2ܽ݊݀ െ ܰ/2 <݈ < ܰ/2. If the hologram is placed in the frequency plane, the
diffraction pattern is given by [28], [52]:݄(ݔ,ݕ) = ܴܵݏ݅݊ܿ(ܴݔ, ܵݕ)σ σ ܪ௞௟మಿିଵ௟ୀି మಿಾమିଵ௞ୀିಾమ ݁ݔ݌[݅2ߨ(ܴ݇ݔ + ܵݕ݈)] (12)
where ݏ݅݊ܿ(ܽ, ܾ)= ݏ݅݊(ߨܽ)ݏ݅݊(ߨܾ)/ߨଶܾܽ. The hologram is
designed such that the complex amplitude of the spots is
proportional to some value of interest. However, because of the
finite resolution of the output device and the complex
transmittance of the resulting hologram, the reconstruction will be
in error. This error can be used as a cost function. Simulated
annealing was employed to minimize the cost function. The
amplitudes and phases of every spot are determined by the
hologram pixels’ pattern and are given by its Fourier transform.
Fig. 8: VLC communication architecture of our proposed system when the
transmitter is placed at (1m,1m,3m) and the receiver is at (1m,1m,1m).
The desired distribution of spots in the far field is ݂(ݔ,y) =
|݂(ݔ,y)|݁ݔ݌(݅߮(ݔ,y)). The main goal of the design is to
determine the CGH distribution ݃(ݒ,ݑ) that generates a
reconstruction݃(ݔ,y) as close as possible to the desired
distribution ݂(ݔ, ݕ). The cost function (CF) is defined as a mean
squared error which can be interpreted as the difference between
the normalized desired object energy݂"(ݔ, ݕ) and the scaled
reconstruction energy݃"(ݔ,y):ܥܨ௞ = ටσ σ ሺȁ݂"(݅, ݆)|ଶ െ |݃"௞(݅, ݆)|ଶ)ଶே௝ୀଵெ௜ୀଵ (13)
where݂"(ݔ, y) represents the normalized desired object energy
and ݃"௞(݅, ݆) represents the scaled reconstruction energy of the
kth iteration. Simulated annealing was used to optimize the phase
of the holograms offline by minimizing the cost function.
For a large room of 8݉ × 4݉, the floor is divided into 8
regions (2݉ × 2݉). Each region is subdivided into 400 small
areas (0.1݉ × 0.1݉ per area). A library that contains 100
holograms optimized offline using simulated annealing was
established. A large number of holograms are required in order to
accurately identify the receiver location within the region [28].
Each hologram produces the optimum pattern which was pre-
calculated based on the LEA. Each region related to a particular
visible light source in the ceiling, the VLC source should have
100 holograms stored in a library in order to cover the 400
possible receiver positions in the region. An example of one
hologram, when the transmitter is placed in the corner of room
at: (1m, 1m , 3m) and the receiver is present at (1m, 1m, 1m), as
shown in Fig. 8. Simulated annealing was used to optimize the
phase of the computer-generated hologram. Fig. 9 shows three
snapshots of hologram phase distributions, ݃(ݔ,y), in the far
filed at different iterations. When the number of iterations
increases, the hologram phase distributions improve. The cost
function versus the number of iterations completed is shown in
Fig. 10.
Fig. 9: The hologram phase pattern at iterations 5, 15 and 100 using simulated
annealing optimization. Different gray levels represent different phase levels
ranging from 0 (black) to 2ʌ (white).
Fig. 10: Cost function versus the number of iterations.
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VII. SIMULATION RESULTS AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section, we evaluate the performance of LEA, BSR and
delay adaptation techniques in the presence of multipath
propagation, ISI and mobility of the VLC system in an empty
room. Two new VLC systems, beam steering LDs-VLC and fully
adaptive LDs-VLC, were compared with imaging LDs-VLC and
DAT imaging LDs-VLC. The results are presented in terms of
impulse response, delay spread, 3 dB channel bandwidth and
SNR.
A. Impulse responses
The impulse responses of the four VLC systems: imaging LDs-
VLC, DAT imaging LDs-VLC, beam steering LDs-VLC and
fully adaptive LDs-VLC, at the room centre are depicted in Fig.
11. The LOS components have a great impact on the system
performance; therefore, we magnified the impulse responses for
these systems to show the LOS contributions clearly. First and
second order reflection components exist in the original impulse
response, but they do not appear in this figure due to
magnification of the LOS components. It can be clearly seen that
the systems that employ the delay adaptation technique (DAT
imaging LDs-VLC and fully adaptive) are significantly better than
the other systems (imaging LDs-VLC and beam steering LDs-
VLC) in terms of signal spread (recall that there are multiple VLC
light sources in the room). The imaging LDs-VLC system (black
OLQH SURGXFHV  Ƭ: UHFHLYHG SRZHU ZLWK D PXFK JUHDWHU
signal spread due to sending the signals at the same time from
different LD light units. A considerable reduction in the signal
spread is observed when the delay adaptation technique is
adopted in the imaging the LDs-VLC system as shown in blue
line Fig.11. However, there is no increase in the amount of
received optical power (the sum of received power is the same in
both systems in imaging LDs-VLC and DAT imaging LDs-VLC).
On the other hand, a significant increase in the received optical
power can be achieved when the beam steering LDs-VLC system
replaces the DAT imaging LDs-VLC system, by a factor of 7,
IURPƬ: WR Ƭ: DV VKRZQ LQ UHG OLQH)LJ  7KLV
significant improvement in the received power is due to steering
a beam of white light towards the receiver location. However,
signal spread still exists in this system, and this lead to
degradation in the system performance at high data rates. It can
be clearly seen that the fully adaptive LDs-VLC system’s impulse
response is better than the other systems in terms of signal
spread and received optical power, as shown in Fig. 11 compared
to other systems. Reducing the signal spread of the beam steering
LDs-VLC system leads to an increase in the 3 dB channel
bandwidth that enables higher throughput for the VLC system
and decreases the ISI caused by multipath.
B. Delay spread
Fig. 12 evaluates the delay spread of the four systems under the
worst case scenario (when the receiver moves along ݔ=2m). The
middle of the room (ݔ=2m) is considered to be the worst
communication link in the communication floor area due to its
associated high ISI and multipath propagation level; therefore, we
only consider the ݔ=2m line. The delay spread for the imaging
LDs-VLC system is relatively low (0.04 ns in the worst case) and
this is due to the narrow FOVs associated with each pixel in the
imaging receiver, and this limitation in the FOV minimises the
number of rays accepted. However, to operate at high data rates
(10 Gbps and beyond) the delay spread should be further
reduced (i.e. less than 0.04 ns). To improve the quality of the link
we combined the delay adaptation technique with imaging LDs-
VLC system.
Fig. 11: Impulse responses of different VLC systems at room centre: laser diodes
transmitters with an imaging receiver (imaging LDs-VLC), delay adaptation
technique with laser diodes transmitters and imaging receiver (DAT imaging LDs-
VLC), location estimation and beam steering techniques with laser diodes
transmitters and imaging receiver (beam steering LDs-VLC) and location
estimation, beam steering, delay adaptation, CGHs with laser diodes transmitters
and imaging receiver (fully adaptive LDs-VLC).
The DAT imaging LDs-VLC system outperforms the imaging
LDs-VLC system, as it dramatically decreases the delay spread
from 0.04 ns to 0.007 ns (by a factor of 5) at the room centre.
The beam steering LDs-VLC system has a slightly lower delay
spread (0.036 ns at the room centre) compared to the imaging
LDs-VLC system and this is due to the advantage of beam
steering, which increases the amplitude of the LOS components
(see Fig. 11) and this makes this LOS component dominant
compared to the first and second order reflections. Moreover, the
DAT imaging LDs-VLC system performs better than the beam
steering system in terms of delay spread. This is due to the signal
spread in the beam steering system, as shown in Fig. 11. Thus, to
further enhance the performance of the beam steering system we
combined the delay adaptation technique with beam steering to
produce a fully adaptive VLC system that has the lowest delay
spread reported to date to the best of our knowledge (0.0035 ns
in the worst case scenario) compared with other systems. The
results show that the fully adaptive system reduces the delay
spread by a factor of 13 compared with the imaging LDs-VLC
system (from 0.04 ns to 0.0035 ns) at the room centre. The
receiver’s locations of ݕ=2m, 4m and 6m in the non-adaptive
systems (imaging LDs-VLC and beam steering LDs-VLC) in Fig.
12 are considered to be the worst receiver locations (due to high
multipath propagation). However, by employing the delay
adaptation approach, these locations become better than other
locations (ݕ=1m, 3m, 5m and 7m) due to the ability of this delay
adaptation method to reduce the effect of multipath propagation
to the lowest level.
C. 3 dB channel bandwidth
Previous work [12], [15] has shown that delay adaptation with an
imaging receiver can provide a 3 dB channel bandwidth of more
than 16 GHz under the worst case scenario. However, the main
problem with such a system is the low SNR at high data rates (10
Gbps and beyond). Therefore, to enable it to operate at 20 Gbps
we proposed the beam steering technique to enhance the SNR at
high data rates and to utilise the significant increase in the channel
bandwidth that will enable our proposed system (fully adaptive
VLC system) to operate at 20 Gbps. The 3 dB channel bandwidth
at ݔ=2m in our four systems is given in Table II. The results show
that the fully adaptive VLC system has the ability to offer a
communication channel with 3 dB bandwidth greater than 36
GHz.
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Fig. 12: Delay spread of four systems at ݔ=2m and along the ݕ-axis.
TABLE II
3 dB CHANNEL BANDWIDTH OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEMS
System
3 dB Channel Bandwidth [GHz]
Receiver Locations along the ݕ-axis, ݕ [m]
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
Imaging
LDs-VLC
5.1 4.19 5.1 4.19 5.1 4.19 5.1
DAT
Imaging
LDs-VLC
16.6 23.4 16.6 23.4 16.6 23.4 16.6
Beam
steering
LDs-VLC
5.37 4.54 5.37 4.54 5.37 4.54 5.37
Fully
Adaptive
LDs-VLC
36.7 38.5 36.7 38.5 36.7 38.5 36.7
It should be noted that the channel bandwidth is negatively
affected by the number of light spots seen within the pixel’s FOV,
because when the number of spots increases this can result in the
introduction of a time delay between the signals received from the
spots within the receiver’s FOV, and hence this limits the
bandwidth. For instance, the impulse response of non-adaptive
systems (systems that do not employ the delay adaption approach)
has many peaks (see Fig. 11), which increases the delay spread for
these systems (see Fig .12). However, when the delay adaptation
technique is combined with those systems the channel bandwidth
increases dramatically, as shown in Table II.
D. SNR
Due to the symmetry of the room, the results for ݔ=3 equal the
results for ݔ=1, therefore only the ݔ=1m and ݔ=2m results are
shown along the ݕ-axis. In this paper, we consider a low data rate
(30 Mbps) to enable a comparison with previous work [12]. A
higher data rate of 20 Gbps is also considered. For a bit rate of
30 Mbps we employed the PIN-FET trans-impedance
preamplifier used in [31]. For the higher data rate we used the
PIN-HMET receiver designed in [43]. Fig. 13 illustrates theܴܵܰௌ஻ and ܴܵܰெோ஼ of the imaging LDs-VLC, DAT imaging
LDs-VLC, beam steering LDs-VLC and fully adaptive LDs-VLC
systems at low data rates (30Mbps). It is observed that the
adaptive systems (systems that applied the delay adaptation
technique) did not give any advantage over non-adaptive systems
at low data rates due to the high channel bandwidth achieved by
all systems, which guarantees low ISI at the low operating bit rate
considered (30 Mbps). The beam steering LDs-VLC and fully
adaptive LDs-VLC systems achieved about a 10 dB SNR gain
over the imaging LDs-VLC and DAT imaging LDs-VLC systems
when the beam steering technique is applied with the low data
rate systems. In addition, it can be seen that the difference
between SB and MRC is about 4 dB on average in all systems.
This is because the MRC receiver effectively produces an SNR
which is equal to the sum of the SNRs experienced by all the
pixels versus SB which simply chooses the pixel with the best
SNR. Moreover, the number of RGB-LDs visible within the
pixel’s FOV is a key to achieving a high SNR. As a result of this
fact, the beam steering technique has the ability to enhance the
SNR by directing a part of the white light towards the receiver
location and thus increases the number of LOS components
within the pixel’s FOV. To evaluate the performance of our four
systems at higher bit rates, the SNR is calculated at 20 Gbps.
(a)
(b)
Fig. 13: SNR of four systems (imaging LDs-VLC, DAT imaging LDs-VLC, beam
steering LDs-VLC and fully adaptive LDs-VLC) when operated at 30 Mbps and
using two combing schemes (SB and MRC), (a) at ݔ=1m and (b) at ݔ=2m along
the ݕ-axis.
Fig. 14 shows the ܴܵܰௌ஻ and ܴܵܰெோ஼ of the four VLC systems at
20 Gbps. To achieve a BER of 10-9 in OOK, a SNR of 15.6 dB is
required [32], [53]. It can be noted that the fully adaptive system
has the ability to provide SNR values higher than this required
value in all the receiver locations. The fully adaptive VLC system
outperforms other systems in terms of SNR, it achieves about a
15 dB SNR gain over the DAT imaging LDs-VLC system in the
middle of the room. This significant improvement in the SNR
level is attributed to the ability of the beam steering technique to
steer a part of the light towards the receiver location and thus
increase the power received by the pixels. Although, the beam
steering technique increases the power level at the receiver with
the beam steering LDs-VLC system as shown in Fig. 11 and
increases the SNR at low data rates as shown in Fig. 13, at high
data rates (20 Gbps) the performance decreases dramatically.
This is due to the high multipath dispersion and ISI at the high
data rates. Therefore, when the delay adaptation technique is
combined with the beam steering system (fully adaptive system)
we can achieve considerable enhancements in terms of SNR and
3 dB channel bandwidth, as shown in Table II and Fig. 14. In
addition, the delay adaptation technique adds a degree of
freedom to the link design for the adaptive systems (DAT
imaging and fully adaptive VLC), resulting in VLC systems that
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can provide higher SNR compared to the non-adaptive systems
(imaging LDs-VLC and beam steering LDs-VLC). At ݔ=1m, the
SNR fluctuations in the non-adaptive systems due to ISI and
multipath propagation can be mitigated by employing the delay
adaptation approach. Moreover, when the VLC receiver moves
along ݔ=1m in all four systems, we noticed that it has a high
SNR compared to when the receiver moves along ݔ=2m, and
this is due to the high multipath, ISI and path loss in the middle
of the room (ݔ=2m).
Fig. 14: SNR of four systems (imaging LDs-VLC, DAT imaging LDs-VLC, beam
steering LDs-VLC and fully adaptive LDs-VLC) when operated at 20 Gbps and
using two combing schemes (SB and MRC), (a) at ݔ=1m and (b) at ݔ=2m along
the ݕ-axis.
Table III presents the BER values corresponding to the achieved
SNRs at 20 Gbps for the imaging LDs-VLC, DAT imaging LDs-
VLC, beam steering LDs-VLC and fully adaptive LDs-VLC
systems respectively at line ݔ=2m when using SB (due to room
symmetry, we calculated BER for 1 m to 4 m along the ݕ axis). It
can clearly be seen that the fully adaptive LDs-VLC system has
the best performance compared to the other systems. The
highest value of BER in the fully adaptive LDs-VLC system is
equal to 4.1×10-16, and this value can provide a strong
communication link.
TABLE III
BER PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEMS AT ݔ=2m
VIII. ROBUSTNESS TO SHADOWING, SIGNALBLOCKAGE AND
MOBILITY
Shadowing, signal blockage and mobility are among the main
impairments that impact the performance of VLC systems in
indoor environments. Therefore, we extended the analysis and
evaluation of the performance of the proposed systems to a
harsh indoor environment with mobility. The simulation was
conducted in a room that was comparable in dimensions to that
considered in Section II (see Fig. 1). Fig. 15 illustrates a realistic
room environment where a door, windows, cubicle partitions,
bookshelves and furniture are all present. The ceiling and the
walls that surround the windows have a diffuse reflectivity of 0.8.
The door and three glass windows are considered to not reflect
any signal, therefore their diffuse reflectivities are set to zero.
Two of the walls: ݔ=4m (excluding the door) and ݕ=8m were
covered by filling cabinets and bookshelves with a diffuse
reflectivity of 0.4. It was assumed that signals that encountered a
physical barrier were either blocked or absorbed. Additionally,
desks, tables and chairs inside the realistic room have similar
reflectivities to the floor (i.e. 0.3). The complexity of the
environment in this room results in shadowing created by low
reflectivity objects and physical partitions. Comparisons were
performed between the fully adaptive and DAT imaging LDs-
VLC systems in two different environments (i.e. room A that is
an empty room (see Fig. 1) and room B that is a realistic room
(see Fig. 15)) when operating at 20 Gbps with full mobility. The
complex environment in this room results in shadowing created
by low reflectivity objects and physical partitions. In this section,
the results of the adaptive systems are compared in rooms A and
B in terms of impulse response, path loss and SNR. We have
considered a mobile user with a speed of 1 m/s moving along theݕ-axis in the lines ݔ=1m, ݔ=2m and ݔ=3m, the results in this
Section are presented in two places in room 1) when the user is
inside a mini cubicle (ݔ=1m and ݔ=3m along the ݕ-axis) and 2)
when the mobile user is in the middle of the room (ݔ=2m and
along the ݕ-axis). In this Section a simulation package based on a
ray-tracing algorithm was developed using MATLAB to compute
the impulse response of the proposed systems. Additional
features were introduced for a realistic room.
Fig. 15: Realistic room with a number of rectangular-shaped cubicles with surfaces
parallel to the room walls, a door, three large glass windows and furniture, such as
bookshelves and chairs.
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In the realistic environment for each receiver location the first
step is to check the availability of LOS components (certain
conditions were introduced to the simulator to check the existence
of LOS, 1st and 2nd order reflection components in each location)
then the received power due to 1st and 2nd order reflections is also
calculated.
A. Impulse responses
It is observed that in all room locations both systems have the
ability to establish LOS links between the transmitters and
receiver, which is due to a good distribution of RGB-LDs on the
ceiling. For example, Fig. 16 shows the impulse responses at the
room centre (2 m, 4 m, 1 m) for the fully adaptive system and for
the DAT imaging LDs-VLC system in rooms A and B (room A is
an empty room and room B is a realistic environment). In both
room scenarios for the two systems the LOS components are the
same. However, the power collected from the signals coming to
the receiver from the ceiling, strip walls that surround the
windows and bookshelves is decreased due to many reasons.
Firstly, the physical partitions prevent rays from reaching the
receiver. In addition, the reflectivity of the two windows is zero,
which means no signals will be received from the two walls atݔ=0 and ݕ=0. Moreover, the bookshelves have a reflectivity of
0.4, and this reduces the power of the signals received from them.
However, we should note that the LOS link has the largest
amount of received power and the reduction in received power
from reflections is negligible. For instance, the associated power at
the room centre position for the fully adaptive system in room A
LVƬ:ZKHUHDVLWZDVƬ:LQURRP%
Fig. 16: Impulse responses of the two systems (a) DAT imaging LDs-VLC and (b)
fully adaptive LDs-VLC in two different environments at room centre.
B. Path loss analysis
One of the main targets of any communication system is to
achieve high SNR at the receiver. The SNR in OW systems is
based on the square of the received optical signal power, receiver
and ambient noises [37]. Therefore, the average received optical
power and path loss explains part of the main VLC system
performance in the two different environments. Optical path loss
can be defined as [54]:ܲܮ(݀ܤ) ൌ െͳͲ݈݋݃ଵ଴(׬ ݄(ݐ)݀ݐ) (14)
where ݄(ݐ) is the system impulse response. Fig. 17 illustrates the
path loss distributions for rooms A and B at ݔ=1m, ݔ=2m andݔ=3m along the ݕ-axis. It can be seen that the path loss for the
two systems is comparable in both room scenarios. The path loss
increased less than 0.5 dB when both systems were evaluated in
room B. This insignificant increase in the path loss is attributed to
the fact that our systems have the ability to establish LOS links in
both rooms (i.e. A and B), which leads to similar performances
when operated in different environments. Therefore both systems
possess robustness against shadowing and mobility and they are
able to achieve similar performance levels in an empty room and a
realistic environment.
Fig. 17: Path loss of the DAT imaging LDs-VLC and fully adaptive LDs-VLC
systems in two different environments (a) at ݔ=1m, (b) at ݔ=2m and (c) at ݔ=3m
along the ݕ-axis.
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It can be noted that the path loss in the two systems at ݔ=3m is
better than (slightly lower) that at ݔ=1m in the realistic
environment. This is due to the presence of windows which is
close to side ݔ=1m of the room and the presence of bookshelves
at the other side (ݔ=4m). In DAT imaging LDs-VLC system
when the receiver position was close to the windows (alongݔ=1m), for example, at point (ݔ=1m and ݕ=1m) the path loss
becomes higher because the received power from the reflections
is very low (glass windows are considered to not reflect any
signal). However, when the receiver moves towards the other
side of the room (i.e., receiver positions close to bookshelves),
for instance, at point ݔ=3m and ݕ=1m) the path loss decreases
due to the power received from the signals reflected by the
bookshelves. In addition, it can be seen that the path loss in the
two systems is higher when the receiver moves along ݔ=2m. This
is due to the larger distance between the receiver and transmitter.
C. SNR analysis
Fig. 18 shows the SNR of four systems (imaging LDs-VLC, DAT
imaging LDs-VLC, beam steering LDs-VLC and fully adaptive
system) at ݔ=1m, ݔ=2m and ݔ=3m along the ݕ-axis over the
communication floor for different environments (i.e. rooms A
and B). In rooms A and B both adaptive systems have
comparable results, there was very low degradation in the SNR
when both systems operated in room B. This is attributed to the
ability of our adaptive systems to adapt to such an environment.
Also, it should be noted that the results in Fig. 18 are in
agreement with the general observation made in Fig. 17. For
example, for the DAT imaging LDs-VLC system at the pointݔ=1m and ݕ=4m, the path loss is highest resulting in the lowest
SNR. Similar behaviour was observed when comparing Fig. 17
and Fig. 18 for the fully adaptive system.
Fig. 18: ܴܵܰௌ஻ of four systems (imaging LDs-VLC, DAT imaging LDs-VLC,
beam steering LDs-VLC and fully adaptive LDs-VLC) when operated at 20 Gbps
in two different room scenarios at (a) ݔ=1m, (b) at ݔ=2m and (c) at ݔ=3m along
the ݕ-axis.
In a realistic environment when the user is inside a mini cubicle
(ݔ=1m and ݔ=3m and along the ݕ-axis) the SNRs of the
proposed systems are comparable. However, it can be noted that
the SNR at ݔ=1m is lower than at ݔ=3m. This is due to
reflections from windows (walls close to ݔ=1m is converted to
windows in realistic room) which are set to zero (transparent
windows), while the other two walls (walls close to ݔ=3m) in
room B are covered by filling cabinets and bookshelves. This
means that the power contribution from the reflections at ݔ=1m
is minimal and this reduced the SNR. In addition, it should be
noted that the systems that employ the delay adaptation
technique (DAT imaging and fully adaptive VLC) can provide
higher SNR compared to the non-adaptive systems (imaging
LDs-VLC and beam steering LDs-VLC).
To achieve optimum results in the fully adaptive system the
SNR values of D&C algorithm used in LEA should be
monotonic. It can be noted that the fully adaptive system has
smooth SNR at all relevant locations in the room (see Figs. 14
and 18).
Table IV shows the BER at 20 Gbps of the proposed systems
(imaging LDs-VLC, DAT imaging LDs-VLC, beam steering
LDs-VLC and fully adaptive LDs-VLC) at line ݔ=2m when using
SB. It can be noted that the fully adaptive LDs-VLC system has
the best performance compared to the other systems. In the
realistic environment, the BER of the fully adaptive VLC system
has increased slightly compared to an empty room. However, this
increase does not severely affect the performance of the system;
for example, the maximum value of BER provided by the fully
adaptive LDs-VLC system is equal to 6.9 × 10î.
TABLE IV
BER PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEMS AT ݔ=2m
System
BER
Receiver Locations along the ݕ-axis, ݕ [m]
1 2 3 4
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9.8×10-1 9.9×10-1 9.8×10-1 9.9×10-1
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LDs-VLC 4.8×10-2 4×10-2 4.8×10-2 4×10-2
Beam steering
LDs-VLC 7×10-1 7×10-1 7×10-1 7×10-1
Fully Adaptive
LDs-VLC 6.9×10-16 3.8×10-31 6.9×10-16 3.8×10-31
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IX. HIGH SPEED ADAPTIVEMOBILE VLC SYSTEM
The high channel bandwidth achieved through the delay
adaptation technique coupled with the additional SNR
accomplished by the beam steering technique, can be used to
provide high data rates (20 Gbps and beyond) with the new VLC
system. The PIN-HMET optical receiver proposed by Gimlett
[43] was used for the fully adaptive VLC system to operate at 20
Gbps. The noise current spectral density for this preamplifier is
12 Ȁξ and the preamplifier has a bandwidth of 16 GHz.
Through the use of a suitable filter the preamplifier bandwidth
can be limited to 14 GHz. The optimum receiver bandwidth is
0.7 times the bit rate according to Personick’s analysis [55].
Transmitters for data rates of up to 40 Gbps are established in
fibre systems [56], therefore the rise and fall times of the LDs
based transmitter is not considered in this paper. The OOK
modulation format is used with intensity modulation and direct
detection. The OOK modulation is an appropriate modulation
scheme for high data rates in OW systems [57] due to its
simplicity, however higher order modulation formats can be
investigated. Adaptive equalisation can be used to further reduce
the ISI [58]. The SNR calculations in equation (5) take into
account eye closure (ܲݏ1 െ ܲݏ0), and therefore the SNR values
reported consider ISI and receiver preamplifier noise. The
imaging LDs-VLC, DAT imaging LDs-VLC and beam steering
LDs-VLC systems performed identically at a bit rate of 30 Mbps,
and this is evident due to the excess channel bandwidth available.
ISI increased noticeably at 20 Gbps which results in significant
SNR degradations. The fully adaptive LDs-VLC system can
offers high SNR (18 dB at the least successful point) and
bandwidth of more than 36 GHz (see Table II), which enables it
to support data rates of 20 Gbps. Fig. 14 shows that an SNR gain
of 27 dB can be achieved when the fully adaptive system is used
instead of the beam steering system in the middle of the room
(worst case scenario). This improvement is due to the use of the
delay adaptation technique with beam steering (fully adaptive
system), and it significantly reduces the effect of ISI and
multipath dispersion. The SNR results of the fully adaptive
system in the real environment (see Fig. 18) show that our
proposed system achieves an ܴܵܰௌ஻ of 18 dB under the worst
case scenario (at point ݔ=2, ݕ=1, 3, 5 and 7 in Fig. 18b), which is
greater than the 15.6 dB needed to achieve 10-9 BER. This SNR
is obtained when multipath propagation, shadowing, signal
blockage and mobility are all present. The feedback link is vital
for the proposed systems as it affects directly the performance of
the systems. The feedback channel is used to send information
(such as SNR measured for STB algorithm and mean delay for
DAT algorithm) at very low data rate. If any error occurs in this
channel, this will degrade the performance of the fully adaptive
system. The feedback channel operates at a very low data rate,
which means that SNRs in excess of 33 dB can be achieved at
data rates up to 30 Mbps [32], [44]. This in turn means that the
BER achieved in the feedback channel is extremely small which
would be considered an almost ideal communication link.
However, Forward error correction coding (FEC) can be used to
ensure that any errors in the feedback channel are minimized.
Simulation results have shown that LEA and beam steering
coupled with imaging receiver detection, can significantly
improve performance in the proposed system (beam steering
LDs-VLC system). However this is at the cost of complexity in
the design of beam steering LDs-VLC. The complexity is
associated with the computation time required to identify the
optimum location to perform beam steering. For example, in a
typical room with dimensions of 4݉ × 8݉ × 3݉ (width ×
length × height), LEA generates a single spot which scans the
communication floor changing the beam angle associated with
the spot between െ͹Ͳ°and 70° in steps of 0. 28°, a total of 224
possible locations, which requires 224 ms adaptation time in
order to identify the optimum location. The time required to
generate the hologram with optimum spot angles and powers can
therefore be estimated. If the fully adaptive VLC system uses the
output plane phase optimization (OPPO) algorithm proposed in
[59], then the total computation is [59]:ݐ௢௣௣௢ = 5 × ݌ × ܵଶ + ܵ ×ܯ × ܰ, (15)
where ܯ × ܰ is the number of hologram pixels, ܵ is the number
of spots on the output plane (ceiling), ݌ is the phase level. The
first term (5 × ݌ × ܵଶ, complex operations) represent the
computations needed for designing the temporary hologram
using direct binary search (DBS) and the second term (ܵ ×ܯ ×ܰ, complex operations) represents the computation of the
hologram using discrete Fourier transform (DFT). If ܯ = ܰ =
200, ܵ=1 and ݌=8, then:ݐ௢௣௣௢ = 40 + 40000. (16)
The computation for designing the temporary hologram can be
ignored based on the study in [59]. If each operation in the
optimization of the hologram is carried out in 1ƬVWKHQWKHWRWDO
time required to generate a hologram is 40 ms. Therefore, the
fully adaptive system can achieve 100% of the specified data rate
when it is stationary, and 88.8% (40 ms (generate hologram) + 72
ms (DAT)) in the case of user movement, i.e., 20 Gbps when it is
stationary and about 17.76 Gbps when there are environmental
changes (user or object movement in the room).
The PHY layer of the IEEE 802.15.7 standard for VLC system
supports three different types of modulation schemes; OOK,
pulse position modulation (PPM) and colour shift keying (CSK)
[A]. In this work all the proposed systems employ an OOK
modulation scheme that adds simplicity to the VLC system.
Using PPM or CSK imposes more system complexity compared
to OOK.
X. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, for the first time to best of our knowledge, we
introduced beam steering and location estimation algorithms for
a mobile multi-gigabit VLC system. We also combined these
algorithms with the concept of delay adaptation to produce a
fully adaptive VLC system that has the ability to achieve 20 Gbps
with full receiver mobility in a realistic indoor environment. The
location estimation algorithm (LEA) estimates the best locations
to steer the beam to by scanning a single beam over the
communication floor and computing the resultant SNR for every
single beam. We later introduced a fast version based on a divide
and conquer algorithm.
We investigated the effect of beam steering on the illumination
and found that up to 20% of the light from the RGB-LDs can be
beam steered towards the receiver position to improve SNR
without affecting the illumination. The beam steering technique
steers 20% of the white light from a certain RGB-LDs light unit
(close to receiver) towards the optimum location that was found
by LEA to maximise the SNR. In addition, at a low data rate (30
Mbps) our fully adaptive system offers an SNR improvement of
10 dB over the imaging LDs-VLC system when using the MRC
approach. At a high data rate (20 Gbps) a 29 dB SNR gain is
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achieved when the fully adaptive system replaces the imaging
LDs-VLC system under the worst case scenario, and these
improvements in the SNR enable our fully adaptive system to
provide a BER of better than 10-9 at all receiver locations when
operated at 20 Gbps in a harsh room environment.
We evaluated the performance of the fully adaptive system in a
harsh environment with full mobility. The results show that our
proposed system has the ability to maintain a LOS link at any
location in the room and this gives immunity against shadowing
and mobility.
Furthermore, the delay adaptation technique was combined
with the beam steering technique and location estimation
algorithm to mitigate the effect of ISI and multipath dispersion.
The delay adaptation adjusts the switching times of the signals in
a fashion that allows the signals to reach the receiver at the same
time. The significant improvements in channel bandwidth and
SNR enhance the performance of our VLC system and enable it
to operate at higher data rates (20 Gbps and beyond). Moreover,
the beam steering LDs-VLC system can achieve 100% of the
data rate (20 Gbps) when it is stationary and 70.4% (14 Gbps) in
the case of user movement, and this is due to the time needed
(296 ms) for the adaptation process. Also, we have introduced
new finite vocabulary holograms for VLC where the holograms
are pre-calculated and stored in our proposed system, thus the
time required to find optimum location to perform beam steering
technique reduced from 224 ms to 40 ms.
To the best of our knowledge, the data rates achieved by our
proposed system (i.e. 20 Gbps for a stationary user and 14 Gbps
for a mobile user) are the highest data rates to date for an indoor
VLC system with simple modulation format (OOK) and without
the use of relatively complex wavelength division multiplexing
approaches.
Future work will address methods to accelerate the location
estimation algorithm and make the time required to find the
receiver location less than 224 ms.
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